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On Wednesday Y11 visited the Phoenix Cinema, East Finchley, researching the
Art Deco interior, as part of the cinemas centenary project. The students’ work

is focusing on the wall panels, which have recently been restored in
the auditorium.
They took photographs, drew and climbed up to the projection room.
Before stopping for refreshments in the new café.

News from the Medical Room
Please can you make sure that all your child’s clothes have their name in them. This will
make it so much easier for us to return any items that may be found or go missing. Thanks
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From the classes.
S7 have been using their artistic
skills to make a display for their
new form room. They are using
photographs of their visit to the
Lake District and Mallorca.

P5 and P6 helped to clean the new Post 16 kitchen we will be able to start
cooking and serving within a couple of weeks.
Year 13 has the opportunity to start a link course with Barnet College next
week. The college came to visit us last week and gave us an idea of what
college is about. P3 will go for their first visit this Monday and will go alternate weeks with P5.

L2 have been working on their topic of Journeys.
They have been working hard to create a digital
map of the school using lots of different ICT devices.
We are having fun.

S5 have settled in well to their new
class with new teachers. We are all
getting to know each other and
learning the rules in the classroom.
Our vocational learning has started
well with everyone enjoying learning
about their chosen work areas.

L3 are very proud to be in their new classroom. We have celebrated 2 birthdays with
cake and music. We have been sharing our
experiences of our journeys and travels over
the summer to help with our topic of Travellers and Journeys.

News from the Sports Desk
The beginning of the year has started off well for all Key
Stages in PE. Key Stage 3 have been tested their physical
abilities with the PE department and the Physio department. Key stage 4 have been building skills in hockey.
Just a reminder to all parents and students that students
need their PE kits to include. Students are also encouraged
to bring deodorant if appropriate.

